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Flight Route Hacking

More Destinations for Less Money – no Air Points Required



Beck Power



Flight Route Hacking Copyright © 2017 by Beck Power

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without

permission in writing from the author. Reviewers may quote brief passages

in reviews.

Disclaimer and FTC Notice

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or

by any means, mechanical or electronic, including photocopying or recording,

or by any information storage and retrieval system, or transmitted by email

without permission in writing from the publisher.

While all attempts have been made to verify the information provided in this

publication, neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility

for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretations of the subject matter herein.

This book is for entertainment purposes only. The views expressed are those of

the author alone, and should not be taken as expert instruction or commands.

The reader is responsible for his or her own actions.

Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations, including international, federal,

state, and local governing professional licensing, business practices, advertising,

and all other aspects of doing business in the US, Canada, or any

other jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or reader.

Neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility or liability

whatsoever on the behalf of the purchaser or reader of these materials.

Any perceived slight of any individual or organization is purely unintentional.



I sometimes use affiliate links in the content. This means if you decide to

make a purchase, I will get a sales commission. But that doesn't mean my

opinion is for sale. Every affiliate link on is to products that I've personally

used and found useful. Please do your own research before making any purchase

online.



Preface

This book is meant as a guide only and makes no promises -it’s based on my experience as a

Travel Agent and my own experience booking flights.



Introduction



My name’s Beck Power.

I run the site www.nomadfly.me, among others. You might be wondering what qualifies me

to write a book on Travel Hacking. Well I’m currently traveling the world, spending a couple

of months in each country and putting travel hacking into practice.

I buy flights almost on a monthly basis. My passport gets a lot of use.

Before I began to work for myself, I used to work in travel, booking flights for people. I

found it pretty boring at first, but then I had some challenges with people who had really

complicated itineraries. I remember my first one was a guy who wanted to go to Zimbabwe

and Buenos Aires, I can’t remember the other places. I remember staring at the itinerary

he’d scribbled on a bit of paper and having no idea what to do with it. He’d had some

quotes for thousands of dollars from different companies, and he wanted to see if we could

beat it.

At that point, I needed help. I tried to figure it out myself and it came to about $9,000.

Then I tried another route and it was slightly less. I was hooked. I spent hours working on

complicated itineraries, trying to get them as cheap as possible.

I studied the airline routes of tons of carriers, international and domestic, all over the

world. I noticed that when I broke flights up into different legs (or sections,) they would

sometimes be cheaper. When I got good at knowing the main stopovers and airline gateways,

I could predict a cheaper route for someone to take than what they had originally

asked for.

I spent 2 years as a travel agent and spent a lot of time working on these specialized itineraries.

After my first year I had other travel agents calling me to ask about their difficult

itineraries and I had fun problem solving. Being a travel agent is much more complicated

than anyone thinks, though -so after a couple of years I moved on and started my own

business. I put all that stuff to the back of my head and learned other things. Several years

later, it’s all still there, and I learned so much in that time that I now get to share with

you. Things like: how I book my flights now, how I pack light, best hub cities and airlines,

plus I give you some methods and tactics to get the most out of your flight ticket dollar.



This is not a conventional travel hacking book. I won’t be talking about airpoints or upgrades

-Chris Guillebeau does a great job of that at travelhacking.org. What I’m talking

about is something different -I call it Flight Route Hacking. It’s about getting more bang for

your buck when you’re buying plane tickets -seeing more places and often flying with airlines

you’ve never heard of. I once sent a girl on a trip to London from New Zealand via Reunion

Island and Ethiopia. Was she excited? Hells yes. Sure you could fly to London with

your average stopover, but she got to spend two weeks in two of the randomest destinations

ever and (hopefully) lived to tell the tale.



I’m from New Zealand and our opportunity for credit cards with airmiles is limited. This is

just another way to travel hack that happens to (for once) be just as convenient for people

who live outside the USA as it is for the people living in it.

Who this book is written for.

This is a book about hacking flights, particularly flight routes.

It’s not written for someone who wants to get a better deal than the standard &lt;$100 LAX

(Los Angeles) to SFO (San Francisco) flight. It IS written for someone who has a month or

more to spend seeing a bunch of new countries -if you have a wedding in Japan, for example,

and want to fly around the world and have some cool stopovers on the way, but don’t

want to spend more than $2000. *Looks at you straight in the eye* This book is for YOU.

In order to get good at finding these flights, you need to understand the basics of how airlines

and flights operate. The below information is generalized and used as an example let’s

dive in.



Airline Basics.

Booking plane tickets. It’s something that we all do at some point or another and it’s not

always pleasant. There are a lot of myths about plane tickets and I mean to bust some of

them during the course of this book.

Firstly, the main airline booking systems (which online booking systems feed from) are archaic,

confusing, and were VERY expensive to build. This means two things:

1. Lots of people (LOTS) rely on these systems, all over the world, so they never go down.

2. Unless they break completely, they’re not going to change anytime soon.

It would be way too epic for the whole system to change. Every now and again updates are

made, but it’s a big mess of information.



Most apps search a collection of airline websites rather than the raw data because it’s

complicated to read. That’s why sometimes you can get a flight price on an app and when you

go to book it, it’s gone -the websites/apps are just a bit slow to pull the information

through the airline sites from the raw system

There are a lot of ways to search these systems, (airlines use their own way to load fares,

travel agents have several systems to read fares, online booking systems use their own

technology, etc) and much like a Google search, if you were to search in the raw system

it’s not always the case that two people would get the same result.

So, how can you find the best deals if there’s just a mess of information? We’re about to

find out.

The “Cheapest Day of the Week” Fallacy

There’s no cheapest day of the week set by airlines -that would be too easy. (BAM! Myth

busted!) The cheapest day of the week GENERALLY speaking is the day on which the LEAST

number of tickets are booked. It so happens that most people book their tickets on the

weekend, so there are usually more tickets available during the week, which means those

ticket prices will stay lower, longer. Let me explain.

Here’s how airlines set their pricing:

There are standard fares for tickets per class. Every airline has different “classes” of tickets

(I don’t mean first class etc.) Usually they are designated by letters of the alphabet (in

the raw system.) Lets say for the sake of the explanation that there are 10 booking classes

and let’s say 100 seats on the plane. Each letter of the alphabet represents a fare level,

this has NOTHING to do with where you sit/first/economy etc. The number of seats they

can see in the system that are available in each booking class defines how much tickets

cost.



I know that was confusing, but for example, lets say the bottom class (out of 10 would be J

class in this example) J would be the cheapest class. If there are no more tickets left in J

class, the system would refresh showing I class, then H class etc and as the tickets in each

class run out, the prices get more expensive.

At any time, airlines can decide to swap seats from one class to another, to make them

cheaper or more expensive.

Sale Fares



Sometimes an airline will release a special fare, like a sale or something, but it can only be

booked in H class (or whatever letter that airline uses - they’re all different.) That’s why

you can see there’s a sale on but when you click the banner the price isn’t what they said.

Because there are a million rules associated with that sale fare. Some might be:

Only valid if booked before Wednesday that week

Only valid for travel departing in October

Only valid for trips that are longer than a month

Only valid for trips that are shorter than a month

-Non refundable

-Epic change fees

-Sometimes, you can’t change dates at all

-Usually you can’t change destinations at all

...and other weird specific stuff.

Read the terms and conditions (at least the parts that talk about change/cancellation fees)

carefully. It’s important to know what you’re getting yourself into.

I saw a lot of people book tickets for eight months, sometimes a year ahead. Mental. You

don’t know what you’re going to want to do tomorrow let alone a year ahead. I have a rant

about this but I’m saving it for later. Bottom line on this topic, if you’re doing a return ticket,

(or a ticket with multiple sectors on one ticket number, which we’ll cover later) check

the rules and if you HAVE to change it, change it as early as possible. Don’t wait for the

fourteenth of December to call the travel agency to say you want to be home for Christmas,

the cost of the ticket change will give you a hernia -this is why.

Classic Newbie Error

I’ll cover this more later, but there’s one thing that’s important that most people don’t

know about changing your flights. If you’ve booked a ticket that was in J class, and then

you want to change your flight -and there are no more J tickets, because they were really

cheap and sold out quickly -you’ll need to pay the change fee (it varies between airlines)

and then the difference in fare. So if it’s $200 difference between a J and I fare and then

another $200 between the I and H fare, because there are no more I’s either - you’re in for

a $400 change fee in addition to what you had to pay the airline to change it in the first

place. Argh.



All these things are obviously dependent on a million things, but this stuff is good background

knowledge so you don’t get hit with a serious case of “ticket shock” (real thing)

when you need to change something.

Also, it can be handy to know, in order to find cheaper flights.



Why flights on Holidays are more expensive

I suspect you have put two and two together already and worked out why this is. If all the J

class, I class, H class, G class tickets are gone, there are only F and above, and these are

more expensive. At Christmas time, many flights are sold out right up to the top tiers.

That’s why booking early is (normally) a better option for booking flights.

A good rule of thumb for booking ahead

There aren’t any real rules here -airlines do what they want. Generally speaking, an airline

starts doing promotional fares 3-4 months ahead of the flight. That’s (normally) the cheapest

window. I’ve had the most success when booking 4 months ahead, in saying that I’ve

also had quite a lot of success at other times -but again this depends on the time of year

you’re travelling.

Busy Times to Avoid Travelling if you Can

Christmas is obviously the busiest time of year. Summer holidays are pretty busy as well.

That means June, July, August, December, January are the busiest months of the year for

international travel, depending on where you live. Of course you can still find cheap flights

during those times, but normally only if you book early.

March, April, May and September, October and November are normally months with the

cheapest flight prices (most bottom class tickets available and/or most airline sale fares.)

Some of the fares you will find using the method I’m about to show you, are available year

round. This is because, most people can’t find them because search engines don’t make it easy

- they just want to sell you on a flight that’s going to make them money. Those people don’t

know the routes as well as I do. And soon, you’ll know them almost as well as me…



Tips to Avoid Making Mistakes Most People Make

I’ve booked a lot of tickets in my time. And seen how other people stuff theirs up and pay

way more than they need to. Here are some rules to stick to when booking your next trip.

1. Shop Around

Surprisingly few people actually look at prices from different places. Airfare is a big chunk

of your trip, so make sure you get it as cheap as possible. I’ve seen people pay $1000+ more

than they need to! You can live in Thailand for a month on $1000, so make sure you get a

few opinions. Check online -I’ll give you some good resources shortly.



2. Be Flexible with Dates

It’s not always possible, but often times if you change the day you fly, you’ll get a different

price. Remember, sometimes those fares are only available on specific days. It can take

some time to search through online fares and if you don’t have time, go to a travel agent

who knows what they’re doing. DO NOT go to a travel agent who is new to the industry.

That’s a pointless exercise as it can take a year or more to get savvy at finding cheap

flights.

3. Try Going a Different Way

This is my favourite and it leads into the main travel hacking section of this book. Just because

you’re travelling from Seattle to Tokyo doesn’t mean you need to search between

only those two destinations. For slightly more money you could see loads more destinations.

I’ve explained this concept, plus why most search engines are not conducive to making your

trip more interesting, below.



That brings me to…

Flight Routes

Done right, a good flight route hack can a) save hundreds of dollars and b) take you to some

amazing places. First there’s a bit of prerequisite knowledge. Here we go.

Airlines and Hubs.

Not all airlines go to all destinations. (I realize this is “Captain Obvious” territory but stick

with me.) You’d be surprised how many people wanted to change their flight to a different

destination, that the airline didn’t actually fly to and then wonder why.

Airlines have strict rules -they only fly to certain cities, for example. You can’t fly from

Melbourne to Sydney on Icelandic Air. Period.

Airline tickets normally only work with that airline. Unless they have a specified agreement

with another airline for your particular class of ticket, you can’t use your ticket anywhere

else. If they did have that agreement, your ticket would have been booked on that

flight in the first place.

Occasionally when you change your ticket, you’ll get put on someone else’s plane but

you’re still using your original airline’s boarding pass. That’s called a codeshare.(In that

case, the flight you’re on will have two different flight numbers, one for each airline.)

Every airline is based somewhere. Emirates is based in Dubai, Air New Zealand is based in,



you guessed it, NZ, Aerolineas Argentinas is based in Buenos Aires, etc. Almost without

exception, if you’re flying with an airline, you’ll fly to/from or through their hub.

The only case this doesn’t happen is when there are a couple of segments before you get to

the hub. For example you can fly from Auckland to Melbourne with Emirates -because

there is no Auckland -Dubai flight (not enough people in my tiny land to make it worth the

trip) so they always stop in Australia to pick up more people. But you can just fly Auckland

to Melbourne if you want and not go all the way to Dubai.

There are a couple of weird exceptions to this rule (I hear you, people who know Norwegian

Air flies from Boston to Martine) but they’re not worth mentioning for the purposes of this

book.

The reason I mention hubs is that if you’re flying with Icelandic Air from Seattle to Oslo,

you will probably have to stop in Reykjavik and refuel. Why not stick around and make it a

stopover? See the Northern Lights. Sleep in a snow cave. Eat some rotting fish (do NOT eat

rotten fish, it is literally the WORST.)



Most airlines won’t charge anything to stop over, you might just have a few dollars in taxes

added to your ticket. And you need to make sure there are the same class of seat available

on the new day you want to fly out.

Another case in point: booking a flight with Sri Lankan Air. I’ve booked heaps of people from

Singapore, Bangkok or Hong Hong to Europe (Frankfurt, Rome and London if memory serves)

on Sri Lankan Air because it’s super cheap. It’s not something you’d normally think of but

you might as well stop over there if you can. Do a quick Google search for Sri Lanka if you

don’t know much about it - awesome place.

This way, you’re getting a destination added to your trip for almost nothing. Sure you’ll pay

to stay in a hostel, and see a few things, eat some weird things and so on -there are usually

a few small costs for adventure. BUT -you’ll use the money you saved on flights :)

With this in mind, I’ve compiled the following list.



Best Cheapest Airlines and their Hubs

I’ve put together this table as a useful resource for you to see what’s available. Another

great resource to look at might be http://www.flightroutes.net/ which is handy for seeing

who flies where, or http://www.airlineroutemaps.com/ to get a good visual overview.

[Note: I’m not just randomly listing budget airlines here -there are lots of budget airlines
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